
Terms for 6 months free of charge F-Secure SAFE 

 

The company under the name «WIND Hellas Telecommunications SA" (hereinafter «WIND») 
offers to its subscribers the Internet security F-Secure SAFE in accordance with the terms 
and conditions described herein. By subscribing to the F-Secure SAFE service you 
acknowledge that you have read and agreed to these terms. 
 
1. WIND offers F-Secure SAFE Internet Security free for 6 months to 3 devices of customer's 
choice (either pc, Smartphone or tablet). 
 
2. Eligible to the 6 months free F-Secure SAFE are all new and existing subscribers of the 
following WIND services: WIND triple play, WIND triple play 2, WIND triple play 3, WIND 
ONE Unlimited GB, WIND ONE 50Mbps Unlimited GB, WIND ONE 100Mbps Unlimited GB, 
WIND ONE 200Mbps Unlimited GB, WIND ONE 5GB, WIND ONE 50Mbps 5GB, WIND ONE 
100Mbps 5GB, WIND ONE 200Mbps 5GB, WIND ONE 2GB, WIND ONE 50Mbps 2GB, WIND 
ONE 100Mbps 2GB, WIND Double Play, WIND Double Play L, WIND Double Play M, WIND 
Double Play S & WIND Broadband, WIND One, WIND One XL, WIND One L, WIND One M, 
W+σταθερή, WIND Business Double Play, Business Double Play, Business Double Play Basic, 
SIMPLEfi, SIMPLEfi 2, SIMPLEfi Busienss, SIMPLEfi Business 2, WIND Fiber 200 Plus, WIND 
Fiber 100 Plus, WIND Double Play 50 Plus, WIND Double Play Plus, WIND Fiber 100, WIND 
Double Play 50, WIND Double Play Basic, WIND Broadband 50, WIND Broadband Basic, 
WIND Triple Play 24, WIND Triple Play 50, WIND Triple Play 100, WIND Triple Play 200, WIND 
Triple Play 2 24, WIND Triple Play 2 50, WIND Triple Play 2 100, WIND Triple Play 3 24, WIND 
Triple Play 3 50, WIND Business Fiber 200, WIND Business Fiber 100, WIND Business Double 
Play 50, WIND Business Double Play Basic. The offer is eligible for a unique activation. 
Customer that has already activated it once cannot reactivate the offer. 
 
3. The value of the free 6 months of F-Secure SAFE service is 29,90 € and cannot be 
exchanged for cash or discount on WIND bill. 
 
4. The mechanism for the acquisition of free Internet Security F-Secure SAFE is conducted 
exclusively over the internet and therefore the participation requires access to the internet 
and visit the website www.wind.gr in the manner specified below in Article 5. Furthermore, 
participants should have an active email address. 
 
5. To obtain the free Internet Security F-Secure SAFE for six months, the subscriber fills in 
the specially designed application available at www.wind.gr, a) the client code, as shown in 
the account and b) an active email address. 
The subscriber will receive through the application and also the email address stated, a url 
with a unique code to register and activate F-Secure SAFE. 
 
6. The url with the unique code corresponds to the customer code that maintains with WIND 
as this appears in WIND bills and is not transferable. 
 
7. The usage of the url with the unique code that the subscriber received by WIND has a 
duration of two months. At the end of two months from obtaining the url with the unique 
code, this expires. 
 
 
 



8. The e-mail address (e-mail) to be declared by the participant cannot belong to another 
person or legal entity. Participants expressly agree that WIND uses the email address in 
order to serve the energy and update them for future promotions and news. 
 
9. Upon activation of F-Secure SAFE the subscriber accepts the terms and conditions of the 
service available athttps://www.f-secure.com/en/web/legal_global/terms/license-terms 
 
10. The customer has to check whether the devices meet the system requirements of the 
Service, as listed on the website of F-Secure https://www.f-
secure.com/en/web/home_global/safe. F-Secure may amend the system requirements or 
application from time to time. 
 
11. WIND shall not make an assessment, recommendation or provide advice for any contract 
through this site, neither directly nor indirectly. The client lies the sole responsibility for 
assessing, evaluating any information provided. The taking of any decision is the sole 
responsibility of the customer and WIND does not undertake any responsibility towards the 
subscriber. 
 
12. WIND shall not guarantee or accept any liability regarding the operation of devices used 
by the client to access the Service. 
 
13. WIND has no responsibility for any kind of damage (direct, consequential, negligent or 
another) derived from the use F- Secure, poor reception quality of the Service or the 
existence of any kind of errors. The customer should be addressed directly to F- Secure for 
whatever may arise in relation to the provision and use of the service. 
 
14. WIND does not undertake any responsibility for any damage and / or damage suffered 
by the customer and / or any third party due to temporary and / or permanent interruption 
of F- Secure. 
 
15. WIND states that has no responsibility for the content and features of F-Secure site. Any 
copyright on the content of F-Secure website belongs to F-Secure. 
 
16. The personal information that states the customer (for instance name, email address, 
etc.) in order to register for the service through F-Secure website will be held and processed 
by WIND within the framework of the service. The customer, within the framework of the 
law on telecommunications and personal data, media rights and refusal provided for in 
Articles 11-13 of Law. 2472/1997 on personal data (upon written request and against each 
being determined since the beginning of 2472/1997 amount). The e-mail contact details, the 
customer declares when registering, as part of the transaction with the Service may be used 
for direct marketing of similar products or services or to inform the client about new 
products and services, as provided in Law. 3471/2006. In any case, the customer may at any 
time object to the use of his data, e-mail to display or promote new products and / or 
services. 
 
17. WIND reserves the right to unilaterally amend these terms, in its sole discretion, revoke, 
extend or shorten the duration of the operation, change the offered benefits with other 
during described herein, without further notice. The realization of all these changes will be 
posted through updated terms at www.wind.gr.  
 

https://www.f-secure.com/en/web/legal_global/terms/license-terms
https://www.f-secure.com/en/web/home_global/safe
https://www.f-secure.com/en/web/home_global/safe
http://www.wind.gr/


18. Upon expiration of the activity and the provision of F-Secure SAFE and mentioned here in 
above, any liability of WIND ceases. WIND shall not be held responsible nor any future 
obligation to the participants in the activity. 
 
19. Should any conditions deemed invalid by the Greek Courts, invalidity thereof does not 
involve the nullity of others. 


